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Kansas City Psychic Studies Institute to Introduce Engineer
who will Reveal Phenomenal Number of Lifetime UFO
Experiences
Esteemed retired research and development engineer, home builder, and
general contractor will tell unusual story of personal UFO contact spanning
more than 46 years.
The Psychic Studies Institute, established in 1972, will host retired engineer, author, artist and native
Nebraskan John Foster, as he shares his saga of UFO contact from a very early age in the 1940s and
spanning most of his lifetime. The lecture, open to the public, will be held Friday, July 26th, in the Unity
Temple, on the Country Club Plaza, 707 W 47th Street, Kansas City, Mo 64112, at 7:30 PM. Admission is
$10 for the public and $5 for members. Tickets will be sold at the door. In addition to sharing an informal
personal overview of his many experiences, Foster will display illustrations and sculptures he created
depicting his UFO encounters, including beings he met and vehicles he encountered. Ample time will be
provided for questions and answers.
John Foster, seldom alone during his trying episodes, said he believes he is one of only a few people in
the world who have recalled, nearly photographically, the enormous number of so-called UFO encounters
he has endured. According to Foster, his goal is to share what he believes to be important knowledge for
humankind imparted to him through the experiences.
"The unusual happenings that took place my entire life until 1986 give us clues to the nature of our
universe, and it's very important for the world to understand these things, so we can move forward into a
positive future. I know it's hard to believe. I am an engineer who was highly respected in my field, and I
have not taken this information lightly. I've spent a large part of my life analyzing it, and now it's time to
share what I believe it means," Foster said.
According to the 75-year-old retiree, the messages revealed to him during his UFO encounters were
related to "legendry, ancient and modern history, science, religion, the Native Americans, ancient and
modern fraternal organizations, the mysteries and borders of time and space, other factors regarding the
nature of our human reality, our current culture and possible future, and the changing of humankind,
among many other important things."
Three comprehensive books authored by Foster explaining his complex story in detail will be reviewed
briefly during the lecture, and will be available for purchase afterward. The drawings may be purchased
through Foster's website, http://www.johnfosterart.com. More information is available through Foster's
blog, johnfosterufos.wordpress.com.

